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IV.

Nikolaos Lavranos, The Hague/Florence*
The effect of UN sanctions on private party transactions (Gerda Möllendorf und Christiane Möllendorf-Niehuus, ECJ of 11 October 2007, C-117/06)

The Möllendorf case is an interesting example of how far-reaching UN sanctions can affect private party transactions. Most cases involving UN san-ctions that have so far come before the CFI and ECJ concerned complaints of individuals whose finan- cial assets had been frozen, i.e. complaints by those who are directly affected by the UN san-ctions.1 More specifically, those cases focused on the public law side, that is, the issues arising out of the relationship between the public organs that adopted the measures and the listed individuals. In contrast the Möllendorf case relates to a real es-
tate transaction between two private parties that could not be finalised, that is legally validated, due to the fact that one of the parties was blacklisted by a UN sanction.

(1) Background
(a) The legal framework
In the past decade the use of the instrument of sanctions against states and private parties has rocketed.2 Whereas in the past sanctions were ap-plied only against states or regimes, more recently the UN Security Council as well as the EU are using
«smart» sanctions that target specific individuals and private organisations. In particular, after 9/11 when the «war against terror» started, sanctions are used to target listed individuals and private organisations that are suspected of being involved with terrorist activities. The sanction measures focus especially on the freezing of all financial assets of listed suspects in order to reduce their ability of financing and/or carrying out terrorist activities. But sanctions are not limited to the freezing of financial assets; rather they encompass a whole array of different measures, including for instance restrictions on travelling.

After the UN Security Council has decided to impose sanctions, a so-called UN Sanctions Committee is established to supervise the proper implementation of the sanctions in the UN members. One of the important tasks of the UN Sanctions Committee in this context is the blacklisting of persons and organisations that are to be targeted by the sanctions. The term blacklisting means that on the basis of secret data received by intelligence services of the UN members, the UN Sanctions Committee draws up a list of suspects that are to be targeted by the sanctions. The UN Sanctions Committee is moreover the only body that can «delist», that is, remove the names of persons and organisations from the sanctions list, once the UN Sanctions Committee decides unanimously that there is no longer reason for being listed.

The EU, while not being a member of the UN, generally implements the sanctions imposed by the UN Security Council based on Chapter VII of the UN Charter by a two step procedure. First, the EU adopts a common position within the inter-governmental II. pillar of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). Second, in order to give a legally binding effect to the common position, the EC adopts within the I. pillar (the EC Treaty) a basic Regulation which is directly applicable in all EU Member States. The subsequent enforcement of the basic Regulation implementing the UN sanction within the EC is entrusted to the European Commission. The European Commission has in particular the task (and the power) of updating automatically the listing of suspected targets in accordance with the list of the UN Sanctions Committee by issuing Commission Regulations.

Hence, a «communitarization» of UN Security Council Resolutions within the Community legal order takes place. As a consequence thereof, UN sanctions as implemented by the EC/EU enjoy supremacy over all national law, including constitutional law, of the EU Member States. In addition, the Regulations – the basic Regulation as well as the Commission Regulations – are directly applicable from the moment they are published in the Official Journal of the EU. Moreover, it should be noted that the adoption and implementation of UN sanctions and, in particular, the listing of suspects takes place on a purely executive regulatory power basis, that is, that neither on the international, European nor national level is there any involvement of parliament or other supervisory body. In other words, the UN Security Council – amplified by the supremacy of Community law and direct application of the Regulations – directly reaches into the national law level and exerts direct force in the sense that the sanctions have to be executed by the national authorities purely on the basis of these executive acts.

Consequently, the implementation of UN sanctions through the Community legal order modifies the previously public international law nature of UN sanctions into measures that have obtained EC law characteristics such as supremacy over all national law and direct applicability. At the same time, this communitarization of UN sanctions brings the European courts into the picture as a forum to which suspects targeted by UN sanctions could potentially turn to for obtaining judicial review.

Indeed, a flow of proceedings have been brought by individuals before the European Court of First Instance (CFI) challenging the validity of EC measures implementing the UN sanctions. More specifically, the targeted suspects not only question whether the EC is at all competent to impose sanctions against individuals, but also raise violations of fundamental rights such as the right to access to court, rights of defence and judicial review.

However, the Möllendorf case is different in that it primarily concerns the rights and obligations of private parties within the context of finalising a transaction between them, whereas the other cases concerned the public law relationship between the suspected terrorist and the measures that have been adopted against him/her by the UN Security Council, the EC and national state organs.

(b) The facts of the case
On 19 December 2000 Gerda Möllendorf and Christiane Möllendorf-Nehuus (the sellers) agreed to sell land and buildings belonging to them in Berlin to Salem-Abdu Ghani El-Rafei, Kamal Rafehi and Aqeel A. Al-Aqeel (the buyers) in exchange for payment by the latter of a sale price of
DEM 2,375,000 (approximately 1,214,318). The parties agreed that ownership of the immovable property was to be transferred to the buyers and the transfer of ownership registered at the Land Registry. Moreover, the sale price had to be deposited in a trust account of the attesting notary (the notary), and then paid to the sellers when the property transfer was provisionally registered at the Land Registry, pending final registration. On 8 March 2001, the transfer of ownership to the buyers was provisionally registered at the Land Registry.

However, by decision of 29 October 2003, the Grundbuchamt, the office which is responsible for the registration of ownership of immovable property at the Land Registry, and which is attached to the Amtsgericht (Local Court), rejected the application made by the notary on 22 January 2003 for final registration at the Land Registry of the transfer of ownership, on the ground that certain documents, production of which had been requested by letter of 28 March 2003, had not been provided on time. On 9 December 2004, the notary submitted a new application for final registration at the Land Registry of the transfer of ownership to the buyers on the basis of the notarially recorded instrument (the contract between the parties) of 19 December 2000.

However, by decision of 21 April 2005, the Grundbuchamt, having ascertained that the name of one of the buyers appeared on the list in Annex I to Regulation No 881/2002, refused to accept the application for final registration, relying on Articles 2(3) and 4(1) of that regulation. The name Aqeel was blacklisted by the UN Sanctions Committee on 6 July 2004, which appeared a week later on the EC sanctions list.12

Article 2 of Regulation No 881/2002 states that:

«1. All funds and economic resources belonging to, or owned or held by, a natural or legal person, group or entity designated by the Sanctions Committee and listed in Annex I shall be frozen.
2. No funds shall be made available, directly or indirectly, to, or for the benefit of, a natural or legal person, group or entity designated by the Sanctions Committee and listed in Annex I.
3. No economic resources shall be made available, directly or indirectly, to, or for the benefit of, a natural or legal person, group or entity designated by the Sanctions Committee and listed in Annex I, so as to enable that person, group or entity to obtain funds, goods or services.»

While Article 4(1) of Regulation No 881/2002 provides that:

«The participation, knowingly and intentionally, in activities, the object or effect of which is, directly or indirectly, to circumvent Article 2 or to promote the transactions referred to in Article 3, shall be prohibited.»

On 3 May 2005, the notary submitted a complaint against that decision to the Grundbuchamt. Acting on its own initiative, the Grundbuchamt referred the complaint to the Landgericht (Regional Court) Berlin, which dismissed it by order of 27 September 2005. In turn, the notary brought an appeal against that decision before the Kammergericht (Higher Regional Court) Berlin.

In its request for a preliminary ruling from the ECJ, the Kammergericht Berlin explained that, under German law, ownership of immovable property cannot be acquired directly as a result of a notarially recorded contract of sale between seller and buyer. If title to the property is effectively to pass to the buyer, it is also necessary for the two parties to conclude, in accordance with Article 925 of the Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, «the BGB»), an agreement that ownership is to be transferred and for that transfer to be registered at the Land Registry, in accordance with Article 873 of the BGB.

Moreover, the Kammergericht added that, under German law, if there is any restriction on the right to dispose of property – as in the case before the referring court because of the supervening obligation to freeze the funds of one of the buyers – and if that restriction comes into being after conclusion of both the notarially recorded contract of sale and the agreement to transfer ownership, but before the application for registration of the transfer in the Land Register, the Grundbuchamt must, as a general rule, take account of that restriction. In addition, the legal impediment to registration of the transfer of ownership in the Land Register precludes completion of the contract of sale, with the consequence that the sellers are required, under Articles 275 and 323 of the BGB, to repay the sale price to the buyers.

The question arises, however, whether such repayment is compatible with the prohibition laid down in Article 2(2) of Regulation No 881/2002.

In a supplementary order of 23 February 2006, the referring court observed that it cannot be inferred from Articles 2(1) to (3) and 4(1) of Regulation No 881/2002 that the seller may be ordered to deposit a sum of money corresponding to the sale price of the property concerned if, at the time when the sale contract was concluded or the sale
price was received, the seller had no knowledge of the sanctions affecting the buyer.

In the same order, the referring court stated that it was also unclear whether, in cases where there is more than one buyer or, as in the main proceedings, where a number of buyers are members of a partnership, the right to repayment of the sale price must be suspended in its entirety or only in proportion to the entitlement of the buyer affected by the restrictive measures.

In those circumstances, in view that the outcome of the proceedings before it is dependent on the interpretation of Regulation No 881/2002, the Kammergericht Berlin decided to stay proceedings and to refer the following questions to the Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling:

«(1) Do the provisions of Articles 2(3) and 4(1) of Council Regulation (EC) No 881/2002 ... prohibit property from being conveyed in performance of a sale and purchase agreement to a natural person listed in Annex I to that regulation? (2) If question 1 is to be answered in the affirmative: does Regulation No 881/2002 prohibit the entry in the land register necessary for transferring ownership in the property even when the underlying sale and purchase agreement has been concluded, and the conveyance declared binding, before publication of the restriction on disposal in the Official Journal of the European Communities, and the contractual purchase price to be paid by the natural person listed in Annex I to the regulation, as buyer, has already been (a) deposited in the notarial trust account, or (b) paid to the seller?»

(2) Judgment

The operative part of the judgment of the ECJ, in which it answered both questions together, was straightforward:

«In a situation where both the contract for the sale of immovable property and the agreement on transfer of ownership of that property have been concluded before the date on which the buyer is included in the list in Annex I to Council Regulation (EC) No 881/2002 of 27 May 2002 imposing certain specific restrictive measures directed against certain persons and entities associated with Osama bin Laden, the Al-Qaeda network and the Taliban [...], and where the sale price has also been paid before that date, Article 2(3) of that regulation [...] must be interpreted as prohibiting the final registration, in performance of that contract, of the transfer of ownership in the Land Register subsequent to that date.»

The ECJ arrived at this conclusion by interpreting the terms «made available» and «directly and indirectly» very broadly, so the ECJ easily found that the final registration of the ownership and the payment of the price fall within the prohibition of the UN sanction as implemented by the EC Regulation. Moreover, the ECJ found support for its broad interpretation of Article 2 of the Regulation by focusing on the aim and purpose of the UN sanctions, which is «to combat and root out international terrorism, inter alia by cutting off international terrorism networks from their financial sources».

Accordingly, the ECJ had no difficulty in giving priority to the full and effective implementation of UN sanctions, that is ensuring that no financial assets are made available (in)directly to suspected terrorists or sponsors of terrorism, even if that is to the detriment of private parties.

At the same time, the ECJ recognised that there is a limit to full and effective implementation of UN sanctions, which is reached when it would lead to a disproportionate infringement of the right to property. However, the ECJ left it to the Kammergericht to determine whether, in view of the special features of the case, repayment of the sums received by the sellers would constitute a disproportionate infringement of their right to property and, if that was the case, to apply the national legislation in question, as far as possible, in such a way that the requirements flowing from Community law are not infringed.

(3) Commentary

The judgment of the ECJ, which essentially follows the AG’s Opinion, comes as no surprise, if one recalls the ECJ’s Bosphorus-judgment. Bosphorus was a Turkish airline that leased, prior to the imposition of sanctions against the Former Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), which involved inter alia the complete ending of airline services between the FRY and third countries, one plane from JAT, the state-owned Yugoslav airline, for the purpose of using that plane for flights between Turkey and other destinations – but not to or from the FRY. The EC adopted Regulations in order to implement the UN sanctions. In turn, Ireland impounded in conformity with the UN sanctions and EC Regulation the plane of Bosphorus when it was serviced at an Irish airport. Bosphorus appealed against that measure before the Irish courts all the way up to the Irish Supreme Court. The Irish Supreme Court, being the highest domestic court, requested from the ECJ a preliminary ruling on the legality of the Irish measure.
The ECJ explicitly stated that:

«13 As to context and aims, it should be noted that by Regulation No 990/93 the Council gave effect to the decision of the Community and its Member States, meeting within the framework of political cooperation, to have recourse to a Community instrument to implement in the Community certain aspects of the sanctions taken against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia by the Security Council of the United Nations, which, on the basis of Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, adopted Resolutions 713 (1991), 752 (1992) and 787 (1992) and strengthened those sanctions by Resolution 820 (1993).

14 To determine the scope of the first paragraph of Article 8 of Regulation No 990/93, account must therefore also be taken of the text and the aim of those resolutions, in particular Paragraph 24 of Resolution 820 (1993), which provides that «all States shall impound all vessels, freight vehicles, rolling stock and aircraft in their territories in which a majority or controlling interest is held by a person or undertaking in or operating from the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)».

[...]

22 Any measure imposing sanctions has, by definition, consequences which affect the right to property and the freedom to pursue a trade or business, thereby causing harm to persons who are in no way responsible for the situation which led to the adoption of the sanctions. 23 Moreover, the importance of the aims pursued by the regulation at issue is such as to justify negative consequences, even of a substantial nature, for some operators».

In other words, the ECJ clearly emphasised the importance of the aim pursued by UN sanctions and their effective implementation by the EC and its Member States. Consequently, private parties that have nothing to do with the implementation of the sanctions must accept substantial limitations on the exercise of their right to property.

But the consequences of the Möllendorf-judgment seem to go further. In this case, private parties are burdened by the ECJ with the obligation to investigate whether or not their counterpart is blacklisted by UN or EU sanctions before entering into any sort of contractual relationship that involves a transfer of funds or any other economic resources. In this context, it should be noted that the EU also imposes so-called «autonomous» sanctions, which do not originate from the UN Security Council. This means that if one wants to be sure that a transaction is not potentially prohibited because of UN or EU blacklisting, one must regularly check (mostly the lists are updated every 6 months) the lists before entering into contractual relationships. This raises the question whether this burden is not disproportionally affecting the right to property, in particular if the parties are acting in good faith. Similarly, this judgment also seems to impose an obligation on those who are blacklisted to make this fact known to the other party before entering into contractual relationships, which the other party in turn will normally refuse. This kind of self-incrimination seems hardly compatible with Article 6 ECHR, especially if one takes into account the manner in which the names are placed on the lists, in secret by security and intelligence services, which do not operate in a transparent way and are not always reliable. In other words, being blacklisted amounts to no more than being suspected of supporting terrorism without it being verified by a judge or any other independent body.

Moreover, the ECJ left it totally open as to when a situation arises that affects the right to property disproportionately. Some more guidance would have been very useful for the national courts in order to ensure consistency on this issue within all EC Member States. However, from the general thrust of the Möllendorf-judgment it can be concluded that the full and effective enforcement of UN sanctions enjoys priority over even substantial negative effects on the exercise of the right to property. In other words, only extremely serious interferences with such rights would apparently prevail over UN sanctions. This echoes the vagueness of the ECHR’s Bosphorus-judgment in which it introduced the «manifestly deficient» test. According to that test, the ECtHR will only review national measures implementing EC law, that is, EC law measures indirectly if the level of fundamental rights protection within the EC is manifestly deficient. However, the ECtHR did not indicate when this would be the case.

In sum, the Möllendorf-judgment fits into the general approach of the ECJ, which is to ensure first and foremost full and effective implementation of UN sanctions by the EC and its Member States. In this regard, the judgment is of little surprise. However, the case illustrates that the blacklisting not only affects the listed individual but also any other party that (potentially) engages in contractual relationships. That party must protect its own interests by essentially being forced to regularly check the UN and EC lists before engaging in contractual relation-
ships. But even if a party acted in good faith, that party will be exposed to the full effects of the UN sanctions, creating serious problems and additional costs in reversing a transaction. This also raises the more fundamental issue of legal certainty. As a consequence of this judgment, the validity of any transaction ultimately depends on the black-listing policy of the UN Security Council and the EU – a factor that is difficult to anticipate because it is driven by events which are normally beyond the control or influence of the private parties acting in good faith.

In sum, while the ECJ must be praised for supporting the cause of rooting out international terrorism, it seems to me that the ECJ has placed a too heavy burden on private parties by substantially limiting their fundamental rights.

Dr. Nikolaos Lavranos, LL.M., is Senior Advisor at the Dutch Competition Authority (NMa) and Max Weber Fellow, EU, as of 1 September 2008. The usual disclaimer applies.
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Der Verweis in Art. 11 Abs. 2 auf Art. 9 Abs. 1 lit. b der VO (EG) 44/2001 räumt dem Geschädigten für seine Direktklage gegen den Versicherer einen eigenen Aktivgerichtsstand in seinem Wohnsitzstaat zu. Mit diesem Urteil lehnt der Gerichtshof die herrschende Meinung ab, die dem Geschädigten lediglich eine abgeleitete Rechtsposition zubilligt.

(1) Sachverhalt

(2) Urteil

Weiters führt der Gerichtshof aus, dass in Bezug auf die Haftpflichtversicherung Art. 11 Abs. 2 der VO Nr. 44/2001 einen Verweis auf diese Zuständigkeitsregeln für Direktklagen des Geschädigten gegen den Versicherer enthält.6 Daher sei zur Beantwortung der Frage des vorliegenden Gerichts die Tragweite dieser Verweisung zu bestimmen.7 Insbesondere sei festzustellen, ob diese Verweisung dahin auszulegen

---

2 ECtHR, judgment of 30 June 2005 (Grand Chamber), Application no. 45036/98 Bosphorus.